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Have Fun Storming The Castle

We recently had one of those Big Chill weekends. That’s right. A dear friend was taken
from us far earlier than any of us could have imagined. The funeral and reunion with
dear friends paused for due grief but proceeded immediately to places and perspectives that Dave would have demanded and expected. That being a celebration of life
and relationships among the people that we care about the most. And as Dave would
have had it -- it’s a big tent and there’s a lot of room at the table for his next culinary
masterpiece. Fans of the movie, The Princess Bride, are familiar with one of Dave’s
favorite expressions and the title and theme of this month’s message.

“Far beyond these castle walls
Where I thought I heard Tiresias say
Life is never what it seems
And every man must meet his destiny”
-- Styx, Castle Walls
His name was Dave Gordon. Among many accomplishments during his lifetime,
there is one that ranks uniquely and is worthy of consideration. Dave was a
three-time LOSER on Jeopardy. That’s right. First name basis with Alex Trebek.
I’ll let you think about that. Yes. Let it sink in.
I doubt that there’s another *three-time* loser in the history of Jeopardy. Because in order to be a three-time loser, one would have to be a two-time winner.
Dave won a few shows as a regular contestant before surrendering to an opponent. But the chapter didn’t end there. He appealed a judge’s decision and
was invited back for a second chain of shows. He was subsequently invited to
participate in their Tournament of Champions -- giving him the final opportunity
to lose for a third time.
Nobody challenges Alex Trebek and survives to celebrate it. Right? There are
infamous parodies (courtesy of Saturday Night Live) where the futility of taking
on Trebek plays out. But when one of your guiding influences is to “Have fun
storming the castle,” perspectives change. Why not take your best shot?

Long-Term Investing: Bold Futility?
It’s not much of a stretch to see the challenges of long-term investing in the context of
the assault on a castle. The debates and arguments against active investing are pervasive, persistent and persuasive. “You can’t do this.” “No one can.” “Anybody who does
is an anomaly.” “Graham-and-Doddsville is a figment.”
A number of us (Ken, Hugh and Mark) recently attended a national conference of longterm investors. We hold out and often regard Manifest Investing as ONE BIG INVESTMENT CLUB. In fact, all of us see Manifest Investing as one big club or at least an
extension of several successful investment clubs. Ken Kavula and I are in the middle of
string of investment club visits where we spend a few moments with successful investors
in their club environments. We’re bolstered every time we do this as it delivers a perspective and reminder that the mission is achievable when we do it together. The walls
become shorter. The quest can actually be fun. We’re better together.

Monthly Round Table Webcast
Manifest Investing participates in a FREE
monthly webcast that is co-sponsored by
the Mid-Michigan chapter of the National
Association of Investors (NAIC). The 75-90
minute program features timely topics and
educational themes while including discussions of the favorite investable ideas from
Ken Kavula, Cy Lynch, Hugh McManus and
Mark Robertson as well as a number of guest
knights and damsels. The group has collectively achieved a +2% advantage to the
Wilshire 5000 over nearly four years. For
more information and to register, see:
http://www.manifestinvesting.com/events
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Storming Castle Walls
We know a few things about storming.
The modern investment club movement now has over SEVEN decades
under its belt with legacies of success
all around us. We’ll be exploring this
in greater detail (sharing and revisiting
some of those successful stories) over
the next several months as the 10th
anniversary of Manifest Investing approaches. (Save the Date: February
2, 2015)
During the countdown we’ll be making some enhancements (alert system
design and deployment and some
improvements in embedded analysis
tools.) Stay tuned. Our Clubhouse
column is intended to share methods
and approaches with the individual
investors and investment clubs who
storm castle walls with us.
But it should come as absolutely no
surprise that the core philosophies and
analysis methods are virtually unchanged.
That’s right. We always have and
always will continue to focus on the
study milestones of (1) growth, (2)
profitability and (3) valuations -- reasonable and considered average PE
ratios five years out in our constant
time horizons.
We’ll continue to provide weekly audits
in true stock watcher and prudent
steward fashion as we are collectively vigilant for OPPORTUNITIES and
THREATS to our holdings and watch list
stocks. The alert functions here will be
invaluable.
We’re bolstered by the reaction to
our recent Thrift Savings Plan webcast ... and the irons in our fires just
got a little hotter when it comes to
supporting the masses who storming their own castle walls of their own
choosing. Many of them seek simple
solutions that have the potential to
make a difference in their first line of
retirement offensive efforts. We think
our forward-looking resources has the
potential to serve them well. With
over seventy years of justification, we
need to start climbing and spreading
the word.
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Storming The Castle Walls For More Than 70 Years. This is a quick look at the individual
results of nearly ten years of stocks selected for our Solomon Select monthly feature. Yes,
Virginia, Quality Matters. There’s less dispersion on the right side (higher quality) and several
of the worst performers are scattered to the left. Relative return is “alpha” -- comparing the
annualized total returns since selection versus a matching investment in the Wilshire 5000.
The long-term quest for investment clubs and many individual investors in our community is an
overall relative return of +5.0 percentage points. Source: Manifest Investing [June 13, 2014]

Weapons of Choice
We think the lessons of more than
seventy years are pretty clear. Seek
quality companies -- leaders within their
respective industries. Demand financial
strength, consistency when it comes to
profitability (net margin or ROE) and
leadership when it comes to growth and
profitability comparisons versus peers
and competitors. We heed the advice of
Benjamin Graham: “The most convincing
evidence of superior management lies in
a superior comparative record over
time.” This is at the heart of our quality
rankings and our historical chronicles.
Once we discover excellence/quality, we
demand reward in the form of a suitable,
elevated, return forecast (PAR).
The accompanying graphic provides a
retrospective on nearly ten years of Solomon Select features -- the choices we’ve
made over the years in our monthly
newsletters. The overall relative return
since inception is +2.3% (percentage
points) and 57.8% of the selections have
outperformed the Wilshire 5000. The results are annualized. The actual returns
are more scattered on the left-hand side
of the chart with less distribution as
quality increases to the right.

As shown, Buffalo Wild Wings (BWLD)
is one of the top-performing selections
made back in October 2007 ... a selection that soared +26.6% versus a market that actually declined -36.6% over
the next year.
Portfolio Recovery (PRAA) is an active
selection from May 2012. Navteq (NVT)
ranks as one of our favorite all-time
selections as an example of a world class
provider to multiple competitors (the
maps for numerous GPS-based devices.)
One of those GPS companies agreed with
us, ultimately acquiring Navteq. And
there’s more to the Copart (CPRT) story.
The stock actually gained 41% over
the 12 months following selection. But
selecting it at the absolute trough of the
2009 bear market (3/2/2009) meant that
the overall market proceeded to gain
more than 60% in comparison. And yes,
we want a mulligan or do-over on American Capital (ACAS) -- chosen as the lug
nuts were coming loose on companies in
the financial sector back in 2007.
Storm the castle. But we’re pretty well
convinced that it’s more fun -- with
higher probability of success -- when
you do it with friends/community. Alex,
we’ll take Investment Club Camaraderie
for $2000, please. Thanks, Dave.

Solomon Select

CaesarStone (CSTE)

Our monthly Round Table sessions
are all about new ideas and new
perspectives and from time to time,
a new company to discover and
explore. During the February 2014
session, guest damsel Susan Maciolek brought a new idea for countertops in the form of engineered quartz
slabs. With the renovation and
repair industry gaining traction after
an extended doldrum, CaesarStone
(CSTE) could be the type of company
that benefits from the renaissance.
Have you tried to get a contractor quote
lately? They seem to have gone from
tripping over themselves to answer the
phone to letting it ring these days.

Growth, Profitability, Valuation
CSTE is covered in the Value Line
expanded edition (small and mid-size
companies) and is not covered yet by
either Morningstar or S&P. Hence, outside of analyst consensus (4 analysts)
forecasts are still fairly sparse.

CaesarStone (CSTE): Business Model Analysis. The brief history provides little feedback on expectations during steeper corrections and recessions -- but expectations for 2014 and 2015 are robust. Top line
growth is in the upper teens for this relatively small company with an outsized field of opportunity.

Based on the business model analysis, we’re using 18-19% for the sales
growth forecast. The projected net
margin is 17.8% but this could reasonably be expected to mature back into
the 10-15% range over the longer term.
The projected average P/E ratio is 29x
and this is a little frothy -- not all that
unusual for a company in early life cycle
stages. That said, a return to 20x or
lower is inevitable.
At the time of selection (6/12/2014),
the average projected annual return
for CSTE is 23-24%. Yes, we’re demanding an elevated return forecast to
compensate for the smaller, early life
cycle company. The average quality
RANKING is 90.
Susan’s Round Table study and outlook
for CaesarStone can be found under
Events > Recorded Events (March 1,
2014). CSTE may be a roller coaster
but growth and opportunity make for a
solid long-term slab of opportunity.

CaesarStone (CSTE): Technical Factors. The brief operating history is underscored. Even with
the price swoon of the last several months, the stock price is still up +70.8% over the trailing year as
shown on the Rate-of-Change (ROC) graphic. As the relative strength index (RSI) shows on the top
chart, CSTE was potentially overbought with an extreme amount of price momentum for an extended
period. We’ve not checked for specifics here, but this type of stock price “relaxation” can be a very
common condition often associated with the selling of restricted shares 18-24 months after an initial
public offering. When following a promising early stage company like CSTE, it can be rewarding to wait
for the possible combination of a “small flood” of restricted insider sell transactions as they partially
cash out. When this combines with economic skittishness, this type of price correction can be quite
normal. The stock price may find support at the trailing 12-month trend (red line).
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Fund Analysis: Hoard vs. Herds

Add ADRE, Switch Some PRSCX to FBSOX
by Mark Robertson
The Hoard’s relative return since its inception (January
2009) is +0.9%. Our goal to beat the market by at least
three percentage points. The absolute annualized return is
18.8% versus 17.9% for the Herd (total stock market) during the same period. Overall accuracy (the percentage of
picks outperforming the market) is 77.9%.
Reviewing Current Holdings
The Hoard Portfolio meets all of our targets for key design
characteristics except for projected sales growth. Overall
PAR (8.7%) is 2.2 percentage points above current MIPAR
(6.5%), slightly less than our goal of MIPAR+3 percentage
points. Overall quality is “Good” at 78.3. Financial strength
is solid at 80% (A).
The average sales growth forecast of 9.6% is at the low
end of our target range, but satisfactory considering the
relatively few number of options available.

Decisions
The accompanying ETF Manifest for June 2014 suggests which
way the global winds might be blowing. It’s still a challenge
to ignore the predominance of all of these international and
global funds at the top of this ETF ranking. Even the newcomers are international sector funds. Outside of all things international, the other nudge is to energy funds but we (at least
currently) find less validation here. Note that the projected
annual return for Guggenheim S&P Energy Equal Weight (RYE)
is 4.5% versus the Morningstar expected return of 12.1%.
The other energy-based funds have similar lags.

June 2014 Funds. Top ETFs ranked by expected return.
Source: Morningstar
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Results (May 31, 2014). The average selection for the Hoard
has outperformed the total stock market benchmark by +0.9%
since inception. Accuracy, the percentage of positions outperforming the Wilshire 5000 since selection, is now 77.9%.

For June, we’ll accumulate a little more Emerging Markets
(ADRE) with the June contribution. We also note that PRSCX
has dropped to the lowest PAR position and we’ll switch out
three market-beating positions and divert the proceeds into
FBSOX. Overall portfolio growth is unaffected but the switch
brings a little more gusto to the overall return forecast.
With all expectations cylinders firing on the international front,
we’re OK with the %-of-assets drifting a little higher ... and
we’ll probably check actively-managed Templeton funds too.

Hoard Dashboard. Our $121,083 invested so far is now worth
$193,141. (5/31/2014) Vanguard Technology (VGT) is the bestperforming active selection to date. http://www.manifestinvesting.
com/dashboards/public/hoard-vs-herd

Clubhouse

Drilling Into Milestone Judgments

Stock Screening Tool. Click on StockSearch to discover stocks to study based on a simple, but
powerful set of characteristics. Results-based, seek return and/or quality among other criteria.
by Ken Kavula
The Clubhouse is for sharing features
and tips & tricks ... based on your
feedback and favorite resources.
My previous Clubhouse columns have talked
about the Manifest Investing screening tool.
This morning I ran the high quality screen
that was described in the last column and
got the accompanying results.
I’ve included the criteria that I used to
help jog a few memories. Today the list
includes 16 ideas for study, so my next
step in using the Manifest Investing site
will be to explore the stock page for
those on the list that interest me.
To get to the stock page for the first
stock on the list, Cognizant Technologies (CTSH), I click Stocks which appears on the navigation bar at the top
of the web page. (You can also click
directly on the ticker symbol in the
screening results.)
My click takes me to a page listing
some very high quality companies
as well as a box (on the right of the
screen) where I can type in CTSH. After clicking on the search button, I am
then redirected to the Cognizant Technologies page in Manifest Investing.
Exploring this page, I find MIPAR information in the upper right, as I do on
most MI pages. Under MIPAR, I have
the ability to move to a new company
by typing a new ticker and under that
box a list of the top companies in

Screening Results (6/13/2014). Screening for study candidates with solid return forecasts,
high quality, solid financial strength, sufficient growth and earnings consistency ...
CTSH’s sector and industry as measured by Manifest ranking, a combination of high quality and high PAR value,
are listed. These lists are great generators of more ideas for study and will
help you locate competitors and peers
that might be of interest.
The main part of the stock page is
titled Equity Analysis Guide along with
the specific name of the company. If
you’re following a particular stock for
your portfolio or as a stockwatcher for
a club, this is a great place to begin.
Clicking the magnifying glass icon next
to the name of the company will bring
up a list of references to your stock on
the Manifest Investing site. They’re all
dated and titled. Some of the references are to articles in the archives

and some refer to posts made by our
community in the Forum. Taking time
to check this reference when you’re
following a stock should be part of your
routine.
Right next to the name of the company
you will see its sector and industry
classification. Clicking on either will
bring up complete lists of all of the
Tech stocks in the database, sorted by
PAR, or all of the stocks in Cognizant’s
industry, again sorted by PAR. Since
I counsel never to study a stock in
isolation, this is another way to seek
out peer group and competitor names
for comparison purposes. Under the
company name banner, you will note a
current price and a current CAPS rating.
The CAPS rating is from 1 (low) to 5
(high) and refers to the sentiment regarding this stock as measured by the
Motley Fool CAPS community.
... continued on page 8 ...
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Screening Results

Returning To Our Favorite Soapy Screen
Our “Ivory Soap” Screen where we
search for study candidates with the
right blend of return forecast (PAR)
and quality ranking is still one of our
favorite go-to resources for discovering
candidates that deliver just what our
portfolios need.

99.44% Pure
Does that mean that the suggestions are
right 99.44% of the time?
No.
Very few things in the investment world
exhibit that sort of reliability. In fact, an
outperformance accuracy of 60% while
delivering positive relative returns would
be closer to what we hope to see.
The 99.44% in this case refers to
seeking the top half of the top percentile of all of the companies that we
cover based a combination of return
forecast and quality. Both characteristics are basically equally-weighted
in the composite that we build and
encourage subscribers to use for
screening purposes. The accompanying “Baker’s Dozen” is shown here for
this month’s screening results.

Market Expectations (5/31/2014). The median return forecast (MIPAR) for all
2400+ stocks followed by MANIFEST is 6.5%. The multi-decade range for this indicator
has been 2-20% with an average of 8-9%.

Companies of Interest
CaesarStone (CSTE) was featured
by Susan Maciolek during the February 2014 Round Table. Simply put,
the company is an alternative to
granite counters that stands to benefit
from the repair/renovation surge
that seems to be taking shape in the
housing industry. You can track down
Susan’s summary under the archived
recordings under Events.

Coach (COH) faces serious challenges and we recently featured in
Solomon Select. We still don’t think
Coach is dead yet and that the speed
bumps have possibly been discounted
(factored into) the stock price. Proto
Labs (PRLB) first appeared in the
Forbes small company discovery and
still is a compelling supplier and study
related to 3-D printing. Several other
recent community favorites round out
this month’s results.

Sweet ‘16’ (June 13, 2014). Screening results based on the combination (MANIFEST Rank) of return forecast (PAR)
and quality rank. Growth: Top-line growth or book value growth. PAR: Projected Annual Return. * - Not covered by
Value Line Standard Edition.
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Tin Cup Model Portfolio

Accumulate Urban Outfitters (URBN)
This demonstration portfolio invests the
maximum allowable 401(k) in stocks.
Total assets reached $1,000,000 in 17
years. Tin Cup has outperformed the
S&P 500 since inception (1995) and the
annualized total return is now 18.3%.
Total assets are $1,193,652 (5/31/14)
and the net asset value is $261.11. The
model portfolio declined 0.18% during
May 2014. The Wilshire 5000 checked in
at +2.17% for the month.
Tin Cup has generated a 13.2% annualized total return over the trailing five
years vs. 18.2% for the S&P 500 for a
trailing 5-year relative return of -5.0%.

Mercadolibre (MELI): Analyst Consensus Estimates. Why didn’t we accumulate MELI? Because recent forecasts have been weaker, impacting the long term
trend. This will be reflected during the current update and would dislodge MELI from
the top-of-the-sweet spot position shown in the accompanying dashboard. We’ll wait
for signs of better roads ahead and speed bumps in the rear view mirror.

Portfolio Characteristics

Performance & Decisions

With MIPAR at 6.5%, our target for the
minimum overall portfolio PAR is at least
11.5%. The overall portfolio PAR is 12.1%
on 5/31/2014. Quality and financial
strength are sufficient at the current levels of 92.6 (Excellent) and 90%. EPS Stability is 82 for the portfolio. Sales growth
has been restored to 9.6%. The target is
approximately 11%.

We’re not satisfied with the trailing 5-year
performance but the long term (since
inception) is still strong. We want to
continue to persistently pursue “enough”
growth and relatively high quality. The
monthly contribution and May dividends
total $3607.
Although Mercadolibre is in the accumula-

tion position in the dashboard sort,
MELI is about to get an expectations
haircut ... so we’ll defer to Urban Outfitters (URBN) and a little less devastating trim.
We’d still like to see a little more overall sales growth. We’ll hope for some
accumulation or add opportunities that
will drive that 9.6% closer to 11% over
time.

Tin Cup Dashboard: May 31, 2014. Ranked by PAR (last column on the right.) Accumulate Urban Outfitters (URBN).
http://www.manifestinvesting.com/dashboards/public/tin-cup
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Perspectives: Clubhouse

Discovering Core Stocks (cont.)
Continued from page 5 ...

After the banner information, you’ll
notice that the CTSH information
is then divided into an expected
income statement, quality and
Fool CAPS information along with a
graph at the bottom of the page.
Let’s explore the expected income
statement portion today.
The expected income calculation is
the heart of the return forecast or
PAR. It begins by estimating sales
growth for the next five years.
Manifest Investing makes this estimate using data collected from a
number of sources including Value
Line, Morningstar and S&P. MANIFEST also believes that our calculations should be as forward looking
as possible. To that end, the future
sales trend is calculated with a
maximum of eight years historical data and the next two years of
analyst’s estimates. The net profit
is also estimated (trended) based
on historical as well as future data.
Remind yourself that net profit is
what the company has left after expenses and taxes have been paid.
An estimate of the future number
of shares is made next and we can
then calculate estimated EPS five
years from now. That value can be
restated as percent appreciation.
After estimating a future average PE value, an estimated future
average price can be calculated.
Comparing that future price to the
current price allows us to annualize
the price appreciation. This price

Manifest Investing: Expected Income Statement. Our time horizons are ALWAYS five years for forecasts. The company data provides the milestone assumptions
(according to analyst consensus) for growth, profitability and valuation for the company. Trust, verify and compare your own assumptions versus the consensus.

appreciation is added to any dividend yield the company might pay.
From this percentage, a PAR value
can be calculated. If this math
is fuzzy to you, I will start next
month’s column with examples of
how the calculations are made.

I’ll stop at PAR for this month. It’s
so important to understand that
Manifest is incorporating future
estimates into its PAR values. This
keeps our analysis looking forward
- exactly where we want to be
headed.

Ken Kavula is a retired educator and successful long-term investor. Ken has served in a number of leadership positions for the
National Association of Investors and is active in four investment
clubs. Welcome to the Clubhouse. Subscribers are invited to
share their favorite experiences, suggest best practices and most
importantly, let us know “What’s on your mind?” What topics and
questions do you have? We all get better when we do this together. Email Ken at kkavula1@comcast.net

Contact Us

You may write us at Manifest Investing LLC, P.O. Box 81120, Rochester MI 48308. If you prefer e-mail, contact us at
manifest@manifestinvesting.com. Every effort will be made to answer your questions individually. Your inquiries, comments
and recommendations tell us what you want to see and we’ll do our best to provide it.
(c) Manifest Investing LLC 2005-2014. All rights reserved. All efforts are made to use factual and timely sources believed to be reliable. No warranties whatsoever are implied. This publication and affiliated services represent an educational demonstration. NO
INVESTMENT RECOMMENDATION IS INTENDED. Manifest Investing LLC has no affiliation with Value Line Publishing, Inc. but is a
business partner with bivio.com and supports the educational efforts of long-term investing educators nationwide. Manifest Investing
LLC staff may hold shares in the companies or funds that are reviewed in this publication. Blog: http://expectingalpha.com Web
site: http://www.manifestinvesting.com ... Follow (Like) us at facebook.com/manifestinvesting
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